Statins and other agents for vascular inflammation.
During the past 2 decades, atherosclerosis and its clinical sequelae have increasingly been recognized as an inflammatory disease. Examination of multiple circulating inflammatory biomarkers has shown that they independently predict cardiovascular risk in patients with and without overt cardiovascular disease. Among these, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein has proved to be most robust in adding to global risk prediction models. Statins, a class of drugs that reduce levels of high-sensitivity C-reactive protein and other inflammatory biomarkers, have been the most thoroughly studied anti-inflammatory agents to reduce cardiovascular risk. However, all such trials are necessarily confounded by the ability of statins to markedly reduce cholesterol, a well-known causal risk factor for adverse vascular outcomes. Nevertheless, the provocative results of several key statin trials have provided the scientific basis to test the hypothesis that reducing inflammation will improve cardiovascular outcomes with novel and specific anti-inflammatory agents. These newer drugs promise to reduce inflammatory marker levels without affecting lipids, glucose, or blood pressure. The results of these trials will provide key data to help us understand the relationship between inflammation and vascular risk.